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SYNOPSIS

Tests were made of 16concentricallyloaded columns
reinforced by high strength bars with and without

splices. Circular columns were spirally reinforced and

rectangular columns were tied. Both butt and lapped
splices were incorporated, with lap lengths varying
from zero to 30 diameters. The data showed that force

in a lapped compression splice is tta.sf erred by a

combination of bond and end bearing, and the con-
+r;bu+ion of each was evaluated. Test results were in

reasonable agreement with the lap length requirements

of the 1963 ACI Building Code, and also confirmed
the acceptability of a butt splice confined by a sleeve.

HIGH STRENGTH REINFORCEMENT
TEST PROGRAM

AU experiulenlal program at the PCA
Laboratories concerned with the use of
high strength bars 2s5 concrete reinf’orcc-
ment is being reported in a series of pa-
pers collectively entitled, “High Strength
B:ws as Concrete Reinforcement.” The first

part, “Inu-oduction to a Series of Experi-
mental Reports, ” PCA Development De-
f)artment Bulletin D52( 1)*, outlines the
program and includes discussion of the na-
ture of high strength steels as well as of
some economic aspects and design consider-
ations for concrete structures reinforced
with these steels. In Part 2, “Control of
Flexural Clacking,” Bulletin D53(z), an ex-
ploratory laboratory study is reported, cov-
ering the design f’zactors which can be used
to control fiexural cracking under high
steel stress. Part 3, “Tests of a Full-Scale
Roof C.irder,” Bulletin D54(3), deals with a
sustained load test followed by a test to de-
struction of a full-scale 60-ft roof girder of
unusual design reinforced with high

‘Numbers in parentheses refer to references at
end of paper,
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strength steel. Part 4, “control of tracki-
ng,” Bulletin 1159( 4), presents further in-
vestigations of cracking and deals particu-
larly with girder and slab specimens having
cross-sections 0[ the type used in bridge
construction when subjected to both dyna-
mic and static loack.

T1lis Part 5 reports an exploratory in-
vestigation of the performance of concen-
trically loaded columns which incorporate
lapped splices in the high strength longi-
tudinal reinforcement. The performance
01 the splices is compared with the re-
quirements of Section 805(c) 1 of the 1963
ACI Building Code( ~).

BACKGROUND AND SCOPE

Development of Column Design

CLmrent design of reinforced concreLe
col Llmns {or concentric loading utilizes the
b:lsi( addiliOn law deVelOped 30 years a~o
from the results of the ACI column ln-
vesLigation(til. Tests carried out since that
invesLigdtion have repeatedly confirmed
Lhat f’Or concentric loadins the ultimate
strength, P,,, of a tied column or the yield
point strength of a spirally reinforced col-
umn is given by:

P,, =

where A. =
A, =

E=

f’, =

().85 f~AC+fY AS.......(l)

net concrete cross-section
cross-section of 10ngi Lrrdinal
reinforcement
6 x 12-in. cylinder strength of
concrete
yield point of longitudinal
reinforcement.

In the original AGI column investiga-
tion and since that time, the effect of
many variables on column strength has
been stuclied experimentally. However, al-
most without exception these studies have
been made on columns in which the longi-
tudinal reinforcement was continuous from
one end of the column to the other; the
effect on column strength of splices in the
longitudinal reinforcement has received lit-
tle aLtentiOn. Four columns in Series 1 of
the ACI column investigation were tested
LO determine the effect of various cnd
conditions on column performance. These
four columns had lap splices at each end
between dowel rods and the main rein-
forcement, with splice lengths of 20 and
30 diameters. In all cases the 47.9 ksi
yield point of the longitudinal reinforce-

ment was developed at ultimate strength
of the columns.

In practice, the longitudinal reinforce-
ment of multistory columns usually consists
of a number of lengths of spliced rein-
forcing bars. Splicing may be by lapping,
welding, or mechanical couplers. These
three types of’ splices are suitable for the
transfer of both compression and tension.
Where it is certain that under all condi-
tions of loading a reinforcing bar will
remain in compression, a fourth type of
splice, the butt joint may be used. In this
joint the square cut ends of the reinforcing
bars are placecl in contacL and held in
alignment with a light metal sleeve.

The most commonly use(l splice is prob.
ably the lapped splice. The effectiveness
of a 20-diameter splice in developing the
yield point of intermediate grade reinforce-
ment was demonstrated in the tests of the
ACI column investigation referred to
ahove, and such splices have performed
satisfactorily in structures the world over.
However, wiLh the growing use of higher
strength reinforcement it was consi(lered
desira’ole to examine the behavior of
lapped compression splices ir more detail.
and in particular to check Lhe extent to
which yield point stresses of 60 and 75 ksi
can be developed in column reinforcement
containing lapped splices.

Behavior of Lapped Compression Splices

The lapped splice transfers [orce from
one bar Lo another through tbe concrete
which surroun(is both bars. At any point
in the length of Lhc splice, f’orcc is trans-
ferred by bond [rem one bar to the sLL~-
roun[ling concrete. Simultaneously, and also
by bond, force is being transferred from
the concreLc to the otbcr bar o{ the pair
forming the splice. Within the concrete the
force is itpparenlly transferred by shear.
The integrity of a lappe[l splice therefore
depends upon the cievelopment of adequate
bond between the surface of the reinforc-
ing bars and the surrounding concrete.
Should the bond between the bars and tbe
concrete break down, the splice will fail.

Force will also be transferred from re-
inforcing bar to concrete by direct end
bearing at the square-cut end 0[ the bar.
This end bearing effect has generally been
neglected in formulating rules governing
the length of lapped splices, probably be-
cause experimental data have been lacking.
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These rules usually imply that Lhe force
that can be transferred by a lapped splice
is directly proportional to the lap length.
However, the results of the tests described
in this paper have indicated that a con-
siderable proportion of the toLal force uzms-
ferrecl by a lapped compression splice is
transl’erred by end bearing between Lhe
bars and the concrete.

Considering the way in which f’o]-ce is
transferred by a lapped splice, it is pos-
sible that” the performance ok sLlch a splice
may be affectecl by Lhe [ollowil~,q varia-

bles; length oi splice, concrete strength,
bar diameter, rein[orcemellt percentage,
amount of cover and lateral ties, and the
shape of the reinforcement stress-strain
curve.

The load capacity of a lapped splice
will probably increase with increase in
length of the lap, wiLh increase in concrete
strength and with increase in lateral re-
straint of the concrete round the splice
caused by increase in cover or the amoun L
of lateral ties. Ferg-uson( 7) has shown that
in a tension lap splice Lhe average bond
stress at failure reduced as the bar diame-

1;FT

6’-0”
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:0
spiral

a%bar

I 2“

1A 2A

Development Loborofories May
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ter increased, a finding which may or may
not be applicable to compression splices.
Since lapped splices appear to fail at longi-
tudinal strains of !).0025 in./in. or less
in the surrounding concrete, a stress-strain
curve with a clearly defined yield point
should result in a higher steel stress being
developed at the Failure strain than would
be the case with a rounded stress-strain
curve, The effecLs of duration of test and
0[ eccentricity of load are uncertain but
are probably not significant,

Scope

This irrvesLiga Lion was restricted to an
exploration of lapped splices in concen-
trically loaded columns having either a
circular section with spiral reinforcement,
or a rectangular section with ties. In both
lypes of column. the amount of lateral
reinforcement provided was close to Lhe
minimum amount allowed by the ACI
Building Code (AGI 318-63), The prin-
cipal variable investigated was the effect
of splice length on the stress which could
be deveIoPecf in the reinforcement away
from the splice. Tests were also conducted

I II
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Fig. 1 — Details of Series A Columns,
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cm a column of each type in which butt
joints were made in the longitudinal re-
inforcement. The column cross-sections
were the largest which coultf be tested in
a 1,000,000-lb testing machine.

TEST SPECIMENS

Series A — Spirally Reinforced Circular

Section Columns

The elevations and cross-sections of the
seven columns tested in this series are
shown in Fig. 1. All columns of this series
were of 12-in. overall diameter and were
72 in. long. other details of these columns
are as follows:

Column 1A – Longitudinal reinforce-
ment was six No. 8 deformed high
strength steel bars continuous from end
to end of the column. Spiral reinforcement
was l/4-in. diameter rod bent to give a 10-in.
spiral with a 1l/2-in. pitch. The ratio of the
spiral reinforcement provided is 0.0133, as
compared with the minimum ratio of
0.0116 permitted by Section 913(b) of the
1963 ACI Building Code, for f: = 3500 psi

and fy = 60,000 ps;.

30

[
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Column 2A – As Column 1A, but with
the longitudinal reinforcement cut at mid-
height of the column. The two halves of
each reinforcing bar were placed so that
the cut faces abutted one another. No
further attempt was made to join the re-
inforcing bars together. The reinforcing
bars were cut wiLh a puwer hack saw and
edge burrs were removed. No other treat-
ment was given the abutting end faces.

Column 3A – As Column 1A, but with
the longitudinal reinforcing bars cut at
mid-height of the column. The two halves
of each reinforcing bar were aligned so
that their ends were just offset from one
another, in effect forming a lapped splice
0[ zero length.

Columns 4A, 5A, 6A, and 7A – AS Col-
umn 1A, but with each longitudinal rein-
forcing bar made up of two pieces joined
together by a lapped splice. The lengths
of the lap were 5, 10, 20, and 30 in. re-
spectively.

Series B— Rectangular Section Tied Columm

The elevations and cross-sections of the
nine columns tested in this series are shown

T
20”

1

,,

Jjj<iiiir;iiii-’y iill Iml 1~1
2B 3B 46 5B 6B

Fig. z — Details of Series B Columns.
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Fig. 3 — Stress-Strain Curves for Column Reinforce-

ment — Series A.

in Fig. Z. All the columns in this series
were 10 by 12 in. in cross-section arid
were 72 in. long. Other details of these
columns are as follows:

Colt~mn IB – Longitudinal reinf Orce-
ment -was six No. 8 deformed high strength
sleel bars continuous from end to end of
the column. The lateral reinforcement con-
sisted of ties made from No. 2 deformed
bars, spaced 10 in. apart. These lateral
ties constitute the minimum amount per-
mitted by Section 806(b) of tbe 1963 ACI
Building Code.

Co/umn 2B – A$ Column IB, but with
the longitudinal reinforcement cut at micl-
height of the column. The two halves ok
each reinforcing bar were placed so that
the cut faces abutted one another. A tubu-
lar steel sleeve ~1~-in. thick and 2 in. long
was used to hold the cut ends of each bar
in alignment. The sleeves were spot welded
to the lower hal[ 0[ each cut bin-, as indicat-
ed in Fig. 2. The reinforcing bars were cut
with a power hack saw and edge burrs were
removed. No other treatment was given the
abutting end faces.

CollL.nrts ?B, 4B, 5B, and 6B – As Col-
umn 1B, but with each longitudinal rein-
forcing bar made up of two pieces ioincd
togeth& by a lapp~d splice. ‘The lengths
of the lap were 5, 10, 20, and 30 in., re-
spectively.

Columns IBI, 5B1, 6BI — As Columns
1B, 5B, and 6B respectively, but reinforced
longitudinally with high strength steel that
had been heat treated to give a sharp
yield point.

[ I
o 0.00200040006 0008 0010 0012 0014 0016
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Fig. 4 — Stress-Strain Curves for Column Reinforce-
ment — Series B.

Materials

The longitudinal reinforcement in the
Series A columns was of No. 8 deformed
bars having a yield strength of 93,000 psi
at a strain of 0.006 in./in., and conforming
to ASTM Designation: A431-59T. The
stress-strain curve for this bar is as shown
in Fig. 3.

The longitudinal reinforcement in the
series B columns, 1B through 6B, was of
No. 8 deformed bars having a yield
strength of 91,000 psi at a strain of 0.006
in./in., and conforming to ASTM Desig-
nation: A43 I-59T. The stress-strain curve
for this reinforcement is shown by curve
A in Fig. 4. In Columns 1Bl, 5B1, and
6131 the same reinforcement was used as
in tbe other Series B columns but after it
bad been heat treated. The heat treatment
gave the steel a more clearly defined yield
point, and a more linear stress-strain curve
up to yield, than had the untreated steel,
as shown by curve B in Fig. 4. The heat
treatment consisted of heating the bars
to 1200 F for 8 hours, followed by slow
cooling over a further period of 8 hours.
This treatment reduced the yield stress
at 0.006 strain from 91,000 psi to 82,000
psi, but increased the limit of proportion-
ality from about 35,000 psi to about 70,000
psi.

The spiral reinforcement in the Series A
columns was formed from I/+-in. smooth
rod with a yield swength of 65,000 psi
at 0.006 strain. The stress-strain curve for
this rod is shown in Fig. 3. The ties in
the Series B columns were formed from
No. 2 deformed bars having a clearly de-
fined yield point of 58,500 psi.

All longitudinal reinforcement con-
formecf to ASTM Designation: A305 for
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deformations. Although No. 2 bars are not
covered by ASTM De~@ation: A305, the
Nc). 2 bars UW(l for ties in the Series B
colmnus were deformed in a similar man-
ner to that 01 larger bars conforming to
Lhis dcsignatirru.

The concrete used in the columns con-
tained 4.5* bags per cubic yard of a blend
0[ Type I portland cement, and S/A-in. max-
imum size aggregate. Four to five per cent
of air was entrained in the concrete using
an air-entraining agent. The concrete was
sealed in the f’orms and moist cured at
70 F Ior the first three days. Subsequendy
the columns were stored at 70 F and 50
per cent relative humidiLy. The concrete
strengths at the time of test are set out
in Table I. The strengths quoted in this
table are the average of three 6 x 12-in.
cylinders cast at the time of fabrication
of the columns, and stored alongside the
columns until the time of testing at an
acge 0[ 10 to 14 days.

Fabrication

SeIicS A — The circular secLion columns
were CaSL in a vertical position. The re-
inforcement rage was Fabricated by tying
Lhe longituclirtal reinforcing bars to the
preformed spiral. The cage was then placed
in ar] impregnated cardboard form, and
Lhe spacers used to maintain the pitch of
the s]>iral reinforcement were withdrawn.
I’bc lnngi Lrrdinal reinforcement rested on
x PIYWOO[l base, an~l W~S held in position
by wire ties which were subsequently cast
in the column.

To help maintain the correct concrete
cover over the reinforcement tfuring the
concreting operation, three cardboard Lubes
were inserted between the reinforcement

TABLE 1—CONCRETE STRENGTHS AT
COLUMN TESTING

5A I 3530 I 5B
6A I 4140

3510 5B1 4190
7.4 3510 60 3950

6BI 3640

——
*It should Ix! noted that Iahor atory concretes are

made cornnacted. and cured under controlled,,,
<omlitions. HerIce, for a given cement content,
higher strengths are usually obtained than those
that may reasonably bc expected in the field.

cage and the form at 120° intervals; these
Lubes were withdrawn as concreting pro-
gresse(l. An immersion vibrator was used
to compact the concrete. The top of the
column was trowelled flush with the ends
of the lougittrdinal reinforcing bars,

Series B – The rectangular Lied columns
were cast horizontally. The ends of the
longitudinal reinforcing bars were mille{l,
then drilled and tapped with a shallow. .
l/A-m. chameter hole. The milled ends butt.
ed to 11/4-in. thick end plates, and were
held in place by screws. This was done
to provide posi,tive end bearing tor the
bars against the end plates in order to
avoid premature enLl splitting of the col-
umns due to uneven bearing. The No. 2
bar ties were Lhen tied in place and the re-
inforcement cage was placed in the form,
As with the Series A columns, the concrete
was compacted with an immersion vibtz.
tor.

Instrumentation

Series A – The spirally reinforced col-
umns were instrumented to record the
shortening of the middle 40 in. of each
column, using linear ditierential trans-
formers with suitable clamps and extension
rods. The output from these transformer
gages was monitored continuously by a
Sanborn 67A strip chal-t recorder. One 01
Lllese gages may be seen in Fig. 5. sLraiu

gages were not used on the steel in Series A.

Series B – The rectangular tied columns
were instrumented to record the shortening
of the middle 40 in. of each column, using
linear differential transformers as in Se-
ries A. in addition, SR-4 strain gages were
mounted on the longitudinal reinforce-
ment midway between the upper end of
the splice and the ripper end of the col-
umn, on one of the ties at the level of the
splice, and m the face of the column aL
the level of the splice. The number 0[
gages at each location was varied lrom
test to test. Both the SR-4 $ages and the
differential transformer gages were mon-
itored continuously by strip chart recorders.

TEST PROCEDURE

The columns were tested in a one-mil-
lion pound capacity testing machine. To
[acilitate leveling, the columns were placed
on a thin bed of Hydrocal high strength
plaster on a steel plate resting on che
bottom platten of the testing machine. In
the Series A tests a second steel plate was
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seated horizontally o n  the top of the col- 
umn. again using a thin layer of Hytlroral. 
In thc Series B columns the upper steel 
plate was ;~ttachetl to the longitudinal re- 
inforcement antl cast integrally with the 
column as describetl earlier. T h e  testing 
machine heat1 was lowered so as to bring 
the uppel- platten into contact with the 
steel plate on the column top. Weclges 
were then inserted to prevent rotation ol 
the ulqxr  machine head platten under 
loatl. T h e  columns were therefore tested 
with their entls effectively "fixed." A typi- 
cal test in progress is seen in Fig. 5 .  

T h e  load applied to the colunlns was 
inrreasetl unilormly at ;I rate o l  50 kips 
pcr minute until Pailure occurred. During 
the tests the strain gages antl tr;mslormer 
gages we]-e monitored continuously, antl 
thc tlcve1o~)ment o l  cracks in the concrete 
was noted. T h e  tests were continued until 
the colwnns hatl deformed to sucll an 
extent that it was certain that the maximum 
lo;~tl c;tp;~city o l  the col~unns hatl been 
clcwlopetl. 

Fig. 5 -Typical Test i n  Progress. 
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Fig. 6-  Load-Strain Curves for Series A Columns. 

TEST RESULTS 

Series A - Spirally Reinforced Circular 
Section Columns 

T h e  behavior o l  Column 1 A, with con- 
tinuous h r s ,  followetl the classical pattern 
for an axially loaded, spirally reinforced 
column. Fine vertical cracks were observed 
on h e  surl'ace of the column at a longi- 
t ~ d i n a l  strain of about 0.002 in./in. At 
;I str:~in ol 0.002(i the shell of the column 
commenced to spa11 off, and the strain in 
the r o l u n ~ n  began to increase much more 
r;tl>itlly with increase in loatl, as may he 
sccn in Fig. 6. Failure occurred near the 
top of the column after a large part of 
the shell hat1 fallen away. T h e  spiral re- 
inlorcement broke and this was lollowed 
11). tlisintegration of the concrete core and 
by buckling of the longitudinal bars. 

Column 2A, with ;I butt joint in  the 
bars, behaved in a manner almost identical 
to that o f  Column Ih: the load-strain 
curve was practically the same, ~ L I L  failure 
orcurretl when the spiral reinforcemenL 
broke at mid-height of the column antl 
the abutting entls o l  the longitudinal re- 
inlorcement slipped off one ano~her .  

T h e  progressive change in behavior of 
Columns 3.4 through 7A due to the gratlu- 



Fig. 7 -Series A Columns Af ter  Test. 

ally increasing length o l  splice lrom zero 
to 30 in. is readily seen in Fig. 6. I n  all 
cases failure occurred in the region oE the 
splice, and for splice lengths of up  to 
10 in. the ulti~nate load was reached short- 
ly alter vertical cracks were observed in 
the shell o l  the column at  strains of about 
0.002 in./in. For splice lengths of 20 and 
30 in., a greater increase in load was ob- 
served af'ter vertical cracks first appeared 
than in the case o l  the columns with shorter 
splice lengtlls. The lailures appeared to be 
clue to crushing of the concrete and break- 
ing of the spiral alter prior slip o l  the 

TABLE 2-SERIES A TEST RESULTS 

Column 

7 A  

34 

Ultimole Steel Slrsu 
Load Carried L a d  Cmrriad a t  Ultirnote 

Type 1 !7 1 by::, Ez 1 
kips 

Full Bor 
Butt 805 441 93 0 
Zero Lap 525 I83 38.6 
5 in. Lap 603 237 50.0 

10 in. Lop 623 251 52.9 
318 : k  1 % I 392 I ::: I 

longitudinal reinforcement at  the splice. 
T h e  appearance of the Series A columns 
after test may be seen in Fig. 7. 

I t  should be noted that no further in- 
crease in load occurred after the strain com- 
menced to increase rapidly in the columns 
incorporating lapped splices. This  is con- 
trary to the behavior usually observed in 
concentrically loaded, spirally reinforced 
columns with continuous longitudinal re- 
inforcement, of which column 1A is typical. 

T h e  ultimate loads carried by the Series 
A columns are listed in Table 2. Also given 
in Table 2 are the stresses in the longi~udi-  
nal reinforcement, away from the splice, 
at the timc the columns carried their max- 
imum loatl. Since no strain gages were 
provided away from the splices, these re- 
inforcement stresses were calculated by the 
method described below. 

T h e  cross-sections of all columns of this 
series were identical except a t  the splices, 
so it was consitlered that at all stages ol' 
loading, the loatl in the unsplicetl regions 
would be tlivitletl between the steel and 
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Fig. 8 — Divis;on of Load Between Longitudinal Rein-

forcement and Concrete, Column No. 1A.

the concrete in the same proportions in
all columns. The ultimate load carried
by the longitudinal reinforcement at sec-
tions away from the splice was therefore
taken as the load measured in the rein-
forcement of the unspliced Column 1A
when that column was subjected to a total
load equal to the total load causing fkilure
of the spliced column.

The ioad carried by the longitudinal
reinforcement in Column 1A was deter-
mined from the measured strains in the
column and the stress-strain curve for the
steel. This was done [or increments of
strain of 0.00025 in. jin., and in Fig. 8

:.-
-.
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q

300 -

700 ‘~~>~,~~~k

‘F

Is=?@ lE,~=68Zk

600 full bar
5B, ~=635k

1,=20”
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/
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3B, Pu=462k

[5=5”

Pu = Ultlmate Load

IS =Splice Length

200

! 40<’strain goge length at

i00 mid-height of column

f
o 0.001 0.002 0003 0004 0005

STRAIN in/ (n

Fig. 9 — Load-Strain Curves for Series B Column. with
Reinforcement “As Rolled.”
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the load carried by the longitudinal rein-
forcement obtained in this manner is plot-
ted against the total load acting on the
column.

Uncertainties in this method of dividing
the load were recognized, so additional in-
strumentation was used in Series B to pro-
vicle a more accurate method and also to
provide a check on the accuracy of the
above procedure.

Series B— RectangularSection Tied Columns

Column IB, without splices, [ailed by
a gracltzal crushing of the concrete fol.
lowed by buckling of the longitudinal bars
and disintegration of the concrete core.
Buckling of the bars dicl not occur until
;\fter the maximLlm load had been passed.
Vertical crocks were first observed shortly
before failure at a longitudinal concrete
strain of about 0.002 in./in. Crushing of
the concrete commenced at a strain of
about 0.0026. The loacl-strain curve for a
40-in. gage length at mid-height of the col-
umn is shown in Fig. !2, and for SK-4
strain gages on the longitudinal reinforce-
ment away from the splice in Fig. 1().

Column 2B, having the bLltt joint in
the reinforcement, failed by a sudden crush-
ing 0[ the concrete above the splice fol-

800

lB, full bar

700 - 66, 1~=.30 “

600 -

500 -
3B, l,= 5“

8
z

Q 400 -

9

300 -
l,= Splice Length

200

1/

SR-4 strain gcges
away from splice

I 00

vo 0001 0002 000
LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT STRAIN,ln / ,n

Fig. IO— Load-Longi+.dinal Reinforcement Strain
Curves for Series B Columns with Rein-

forcement “AS Rolled.”
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Fig. I I -Condition of Columns I B through bB After Test. 

lowed by buckling ol' the reinl'orc-ement. 
T h e  concrete strains measurecl at the level 
ol tlie joint antl the strain in the column 
nleasuretl mPer the 40-in. gage length b o ~ h  
cxccetletl the strain me;tsuretl in the longi- 
tutlin;~l reinforcement away Irom the splice. 
This  ititlic-atetl a discontinuity ol' the re- 
inforcement ~,rolxrl)ly clue to initially poor 
bearing betwcen the 1x11. ends at the 1,utr 
joints. However, local deformation at  high 
lo;~tls must have inilmnwl this bearing 
since 11ic s:lnle longitutlinal reinforc.etnent 
strcss W;IS finally tlewlopetl away Irom the 
sl>lic-c at ultimate strength in this column 
21s in Column 1X in which the bars were 
continuous from entl to entl ot the column. 

(:olun~ns JI%, 'IR. 5H. and 6B failed xtery 
sutltlenly by slipl)ing of tlie reinforcement 
; I I  tlir s])lic-e together with splitting ;tnd 
crushing ol' the concrete. First slipping of 
the reinl'orccnicnt in the splice could be 
detected by comparing the shortening of 
the column measured over the 40-in. gage 
length with the strain in thc I-einforcement 

me;~suretl by SR-4 gages away from the 
splice. Using this method, first slipping 
was detected at 0.75, 0.80, 0.95, antl 0.97 oE 
ultimate load, respectively, Tor these col- 
umns. T h e  condition ol' Columns 1B 
t h r o ~ ~ g h  (iS after test can be seen in Fig. 11. 

Columns IB1, 5BI. antl (iBI were itlenti- 
(.a1 with Coltcmns IB, 58, and (iB, except 
that the longitudinal reinforcement hxl  
been heat treatecl to produce a more lineal- 
slress-strain curve up to the yield point. 
It was expected that higher steel stresses 
woultl he developed in these colutr~ns at 
ultimate strength if the column strains 
;ct ultinlate strength were the same lot- 
corresponding columns. This was intleetl 
Iountl lo be the case. T h e  ~notles of be- 
Ii;~vior and failure for Columns 1B1, 5RI. 
antl 6B1, were similar to those ol' Columns 
IB, 5B, antl 6B. T h e  loatl-reinforcement 
strain curves for these columns are shown 
in Fig. 12. 

The  ultimate loads carried by the Series 
R columns are listed in Table 3. Also 
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TABLE 3—SERIES 9 TEST RESULTS

ultimate Steel Stmin Steel Stress
C.lmnn Load Carried .4 :~~ate at :j$vate

NO Type by Column,
kips in./in. k,; ‘

IB Full B., 682 0.0028 65.5

2B butt 624 0,0028 65.5

3B 5 In. Lop A62 00010 290

4B 10; .. LOP 498 00014 40.0
5B 20 in LOP 635 0,0020 53,0

6B 30i., L.p 645 0,0023 58.0

lBI Fvll B., 728 0.0026 71.5
5B1 20in. LQP 659 0,0023 64.5

681 30in. LaP 608 0.0024 680

1 I I I 1 1

given in this table are the stresses in the
longitudinal rein[orcemenl, as measured
by SR-4 gages :lw:ly from the splice, at
the time the columns carried their maxi-
mum lmr[l. The strains are converted into
stresses by the two curves of Fig. 4.

As a check on the method used to
(Ietermine the 10n~iLuclinal reinfOrcernenL

stresses in the Series A columns, the same
method was used to calculate the reinkn_ce-
ment stresses at ultimate strength [or COl-
umns 3B through 6B. The stresses calcu-
lated in this manner were found to be in
close agreement with the stresses obtained
from measured reinforcement strains and
listed in Table 3.
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DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

The stresses in the longitudinal rein-
forcement away from the splices, at the time
of fzzilure of the splices, are plotted against
the lap length in Fig. 13. Also plotted in
Fig. 13 are lines representing Lhe require-
ments “for lap splices in compression re-
inforcement sel out in Section 805(c) 1 of
the 1963 AGI Building Codef ‘i). These re-
quirements imply that for laps of 20, 24,
and 30 bar diameters, respectively, yield
point stresses d 50, 60, and 75 ksi can be
developed in the reinforcement away from
the splice. In Fig. 13 it can be seen that
even hig,her stresses than these were de-
veloped m the longitudinal reinl’ot-cement
0[ the spirally reinforced columns for the
Speclfiecl lap lengths. In the rectangular
tied columns the test results were less fa-
vorable. While a little over 50 ksi was
developed for a lap length of 20 diameters,
the 30-diameter splices developed only 58
to 68 ksi, depending on the nature of the
steel. However, it should be noted that
the 1!)63 Code requires a lower capacity
reduction factor, +, for tied columns than
f’or spirally reinforced columns.

Behavior of Lapped Splices

It can be seen from the trend of results
given in Fig. 13 for both types of columns
that dle effectiveness of a lapped splice
is not directly proportional to its length.
It appears that the force in the longitudi-
nal bars is transferred by a combination
of bond cm the surface of the bars and
end bearing of the bars on the concrete.
The linear variation of maximum rein-
forcement stress with length of lap seen
in Fig. 13 is consistent with a constant
end bearing stress and a constant limiting
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average bond stress. The end bearing stress
is different in the two column types, but
the limiting bond stress appears to be very
closely the same for both types since the
straight lines drawn through the two sets
of data are very nearly parallel.

Assuming that the straight lines drawn
in Fig. 13 represent the two sets of data
reasonably closely, it is found that the
limi{ ing average bond stress for both types
of column is 370 psi, and that the end
bearing stresses are 38/2= 19 and 23/2= 11.5
ksi [or the spirally reinforced and rec-
tangular tied columns respectively*. The
average cylinder strength for the columns
represented in Fig. 13 was 3700 psi.

The relatively low average boncl stress
of 370 psi observed at failure is probably
due to the fact that, at this stage of loading,
Lhe concrete in the column is on the verge
of failing in axial compression. Richart,
Brandtzaeg and Brown(~) showed that at a
concrete compressive stress equal to about
85 per cent of its failure stress, internal
longitudinal cracks commence to form in
the concrete. Cracking of this kind COUICI
be expected to reduce the stress at which
a bond [ailure would occur.

The attainment of end bearing stresses
01 up LO five times the cylinder strength
of Lhe concrete is due to the triaxial na-
ture of the stresses at the end of the bar.
Since the high bearing stresses exist over
a relatively small part of the cross-section
of’ the column, the concrete of the column
surrounding the region of high bearing
stress will provide lateral restraint to that
highly stressed region. Additional restraint
will also be provided by the lateral rein-
forcement. Many triaxial tests(s) have
shown that lateral restraint can result in
the normal stress at failure being several
times Lhe stress causing failure in a uniaxi-
al compression test, such as the smndard
cylinder test. The higher end bearing stress
in a spirally reinforced column is consistent
with the greater degree ol’ lateral restraint
aflor[le~l by the closely spaced spiral than
by dle more widely spaced lateral ties.

*l”he total area subject to cnd bearing in a splice
,uill 1,.. equal to the sum of the rcinforcemc,. t

cross-wcticmal alms shove and below the splice.
In (his case the areas are equal, hence the bear-
ing WKSS is half the stress in the reinforcement
away from the splice, dcvelopect by a splice of
Lc!l’()Icllgth

Addition Law Equation

An alternative way in which the pcr-
[ormance of the various splices may be
compared is by the use of a mo{lif]e{l
form of the add iLion law. Whereas Ior a
column Wilh continuous reinforcemeIlt the
a(ldition law lor ultimate strength may be
expre55ed a5:

P,, =0.85 flAC+fY A,......(l)

the following modified [m-m of this equa-
tion may be written for the strength of
a column with spliced reinforcement:

P,l=0.85fL AC+ f. A.......(2)

where f. may be called the effective steel
stress away from the splice at ultimate
strength of the column.

Equation (2) may be transposed to yield
f, if the load at failure and f; are known:

f. = P,, – 0.85 L AC
8 A, ““’”’”’(3)

This stress is fictitious since it is calculated
assuming that away from the splice the
concrete is crushing at a stress equal to
().85 ~. In actual Pact failure occurs within
the splice and the concrete away from the
splice does not crush. However, the value
of f~ obtained in Lhis manner does give a
measure of the contribution of the spliced
reinforcement to the strength of a column,
assuming the contribution of the concrete
to be the same as in a column with con-
tinuous reinforcement.

The values of f. calculated in this man-
ner from the test results reported in this
paper are given in Table 4, as we the
reinforcement stresses obtained from meas-
ured strains. It can be seen that the stresses

TABLE 4—EFFECTIVE REINFORCEMENT STRESSES

+

hl”rnn
No.

M
3A
4A

(P”

Type

TFull Bar
B.tl
2,,. Lap
5 in, Lap -1

-0.88),

510
A66
196
278

L,
ksi

107.5
993
414
58.6 F

Meawred
steel stress,
from ~$t;oins,

99.4
93.0
38.6
50,0

60 I30 ;.. Lap 250 I 52.7 I
58.0

TBI FuII Bar 369 77.8 71,5
5BI 20 in, LOP 263 555 64.5
661 30,., Lop. 344 72.6 68,0
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calculated in this manner are in reason-
able agreement with the stresses obtained
from the measured strains, but tend to be
more erratic.
This in some measure is due LO the fact
that the coefficient 0.85 in Equation (1) was
derived as an average value for a large
number of tests, but the actual value in
individual tests may vary between about
().75 and 1.00. Due to the form of Equa-
tion (3) variations in this coefficient are re-
Rectecf directly in the calculated value of f,

Design Considerations

Though the Lests reported here are ex-
ploratory in nature, so that full ranges of
applicable variables are not covered, the re-
sults suggest three design considerations:

Lapped Splices – The test results indi-
cate that Lhe splice lengths of 20, 24, and 30
bar diameters are adequate to develop 50,
60 and 75 ksi, respectively, in the longitudi-
nal reinf’orcernent of spirally reinforced
columns. For tied columns, these splices
arc less effective, particularly for 75-ksi
reinforcement. Together with other aspects
of column strength, this confirms the tfesir-
ability ol the relatively low capacity re-
duction factor, ~, for tied columns given
in Section 1504(b) of the 1963 ACI Code.

Othe~ Splices – The tests confirmed that
“stress may be transmitted by end bearing
ol sqLu]re-cut ends held in contact by a
suitably welded sleeve” as indicated by
Section 805(c)2 of the 1963 ACI Code.

It is felt that, when 75-ksi reinforcement
is used in tied columns, splices should pref-
erably be made by bearing of square-cut
ends, by welding, or by other positive con.
nections. Lapped splices of 75-ksi rein-
forcement should preferdbly be spirally re-
inforced.

In future usage of 90-ksi column rein-
forcement, lapped splices will probably be
iml~ractiml even with spiral reinforcement.

Reinforcement Yield Strain –Gompari-
sou of the ultimate loads carried by Col-
umns Ill and IBI confirms the desirability
of the Ionqitrrdinal reinforcement having
as near a lrnear stress-strain curve as pos-
sible up to the specified yield stress. It is
aplxirent from these and other tests that
(le~,elol>ment of reinforcement stresses cOr-
rcspondincg to strains in excess of about
().003 in./in. will generally not be possible
at ultimate strength in an axially loaded
tied column. The introduction of Section
1505(a) into the 1963 ACI Code is there-

fore warranted. This section states that,
“When reinforcement is used that has a
yield point, fy, in excess of 60,000 psi,
the yield point to be used in ales@ shall
be reduced to 0.85 f, or 60,000 psi, which-
ever is greater, unless it is shown by tension
tests that at a proof stress equal to the
specified yield point, fY , the strain does
not exceed 0.003 in./in. ” The reinforce-
ment used in Column lB reached its spe-
cified yield point of 75,OOO psi at a strain
of 0.0036. According to Section 1505(a)
the yield point to be used in calculation
of Lhe ultimate strength of the column
would therefore have to be taken as 0.85
X 75,000 = 63,750 psi. This compares well
with the steel stress measured at ultimate
strength of Column lB, which was 65,500
psi.

CONCLUSIONS

The test results reported in this paper
suggest the following conclusions:

1. A lapped compression splice transfers
force by a combination of bond on the
surface of the reinforcing bars and end
bearing of the bars on the concrete.

2. The requirements of Section 805(c) 1
of the 1963 ACI Building Code governing
lap splices in compression reinforcement
are reasonably conservative for spirally re-
inforced columns having lon~itudinal re-
inforcement with a yield point of up to
75 ksi. These same requirements are ade-
quate for tied columns reinforced with
bars having a yield point of up to 60 ksi,
but may be unconservative for bars having
a yield point of 75 ksi.

3. Butt joints in reinforcing bars in con]-
pression, made in accordance with the
final sentence of SecLion 805(.)2 of the
1963 ACI Code are able to develop the
same stress at ultimate strength of a column
as would a continuous bar without any
joint.

4. If the specified yield point of longi-
tudinal reinforcement in tied columns is
to be developed at ultimate strength of the
columns, then it is necessary that the yield
point be reached at or before a strain of
0.003 in./in. This condition will normally
be more readily complied with by bars
having a clearly defined yield point and
a nearly linear stress-strain curve up to
yield than by bars having a gradually curv-
ing stress-strain curve with no clearly de-
fined yield point.
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FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF SPLICES

This exploratory study suggests that fur-
ther investigation of splices of high
strength longitudinal reinforcement in col-
umns is desirable. Planning of such future
studies will be carried out in collaboration
with the “Task Committee on Reinforcing
Details” of the Reinforccxf Concrete Re-
search Council. Future experimentation
may be undertaken at the PCA Labora-
tories and elsewhere.
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A, =
A, =

NOTATION

net cross-sectional area of concrete

cross-sectional area of longitudinal
reinforcement

fi. = compressive strength 01 concrete
measured on a 6 x 12-in. cylinder

[, =

r, =

1, =

P“ =

+=

efTective steel stress away from the
splice at ultimate strength of the
column
yield pCJinL cJf longitudinal rein.
forcement

length of a lapped splice

Ultimate loatf carried by column

capacity reduction factor used in
1963 ACI Building Code.
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